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GeoTagger sends the current location and past track of your iPhone to a specified URL via wireless 
or 3G network. This information is sent as a KML file and so can be displayed using Google Earth, 
Intelligent Gadget’s KML Map, or any other geo/navigation app that understands KML files. 

 

  
Figure 1 GeoTagger settings (left) and sample data displayed using our KML Map app (right). 

 
Figure 1 shows the app settings. Specify a User ID, e.g., “mrSmith”. Using the default network URL 
provided by geoTagger: 

http://intelligentGadgets.us/geoTagger/userDB 

the URL of the KML file generated by geoTagger would be: 

http://intelligentGadgets.us/geoTagger/userDB/mrSmith.kml 

To display your position in Google Earth on your computer or on your iPhone or iPad using our 
KML Map app, use this as the network link. If “Show Track” is on, a short track is displayed along 



with a pushpin representing your current position. A track report is made when your position 
changes by more than a specified distance. The length of a track is from 2 to 1024 reports. You can 
also specify the color of the pushpin and the color and width of the track. 

The example in Figure 1 (right) was of a car driving a short distance. Figure 2 shows the track of 
person walking outside. Adjust the settings depending your speed and the length of the track you 
wish to record. Note that longer tracks and/or tracks that are updated more frequently use more 
power and so drain the battery more quickly. 

 
Figure 2 GeoTagger information displayed using Google Earth network link 

You can either use the URL provided by Intelligent Gadgets or one of your own to keep your 
location private. To use your own URL, the server must support PHP and contain the file 
“uploader.php”, which is listed below 

 
<?php 
 $uploaddir = "./"; 
 $file = basename($_FILES["userfile"]["name"]); 
 $uploadfile = $uploaddir . $file; 
 move_uploaded_file($_FILES["userfile"]["tmp_name"], $uploadfile); 
 ?> 
 
Intelligent Gadgets is not responsible for the accuracy and timeliness of the data generated by 
geoTagger is it depends on network connectivity, latency, and other factors beyond our control. 
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